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DAMA NCR Job Postings Forum 

DAMA NCR created a Job Postings Forum to help members advertise available data-related job 
opportunities within their organizations to the DAMA NCR community. We maintain a distribution list of 
approximately 200 data community members in the NCR and hope this forum assists in facilitating 
resourcing demands. Subscribe to the Job Postings Forum to receive updates. 

Education & Programs 

Visit the Membership Portal’s Resources to  access discount codes and the Upcoming & Past Events page 
for consolidated events calendar. Login into your account for exclusive access.  

DAMA NRC-RCN Store 

Welcome to the DAMA NRC-RCN online store. Browse the selection of items available for purchase. DAMA 
members get a discount on all current books on offer.  

Upcoming Events and Conferences  

DAMA NCR-RCN Data and Drinks (Registration – Free event). Tuesday September 19th, 2023, 
18:00 to 20:00 at 10 Fourteen Bar – 1014 Wellington St. West, Ottawa.  
DAMA NCR-RCN is hosting monthly social events every third Tuesday of each month. Come join data 
professionals from the National Capital Region to socialize, strengthen business connections, get fresh 
ideas, and raise your professional profile. 
 

DAMA Days Canada II Conference (In-person). Thursday, November 2nd to 3rd, 2023. Ottawa  
Join 30 multiple-track sessions over two days. It will cover all aspects of the Data Management (DM) 
profession. Bonus sessions on Data Monetization, Data Privacy and Data Strategy. Detailed agenda to 
come. 
 

Enterprise Data World (In-person). September 18-21, 2023 The Westin Anaheim Resort, CA, USA. 
Whether you're starting out on your data analytics journey, or adjusting mid-course, the Enterprise Data 
World (EDW) educational agenda gives you access to the very best teachers in the industry. See agenda-
at-glance.  
 

  

https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/page-1740641
https://dama-ncr-rcn.ca/Member-Resources
https://dama-ncr-rcn.ca/page-1740622
https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/Store
https://dama-ncr-rcn.ca/event-5410729/Registration
https://www.dama-ncr-rcn.ca/event-5331678/Registration
https://ddcanada.org/
https://edw2023fall.dataversity.net/registration-welcome.cfm
https://edw2023fall.dataversity.net/program.cfm
https://edw2023fall.dataversity.net/program.cfm
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Streamline Data Security and Sources with Modern Data Governance (Virtual). Tuesday, 
September 19th, 2023, 14:00 EST. 
Discover how to integrate modern data governance tools into your people and processes. Learn where to 
apply key modern framework principles, allowing for streamlined source policy and quality data.   
 

DATAVERSITY Demo Day – Data Catalog Tools (Virtual). Wednesday, September 20th, 2023, 11:00 
EST. 
A half-day online product-demo event where five sponsors will present their products and services. See 
agenda-at-glance. 
 

Data Integration & Enterprise Automation Take Off with iPaaS (Virtual). Wednesday, September 
20th, 2023, 14:00 EST. 
Integrate and transform data between your ERP, CRM, SIS and more with pre-built connectors to systems 
like Workday, AWS, AD, Azure, Twilio, Ellucian, MUNIS, Salesforce, Sendgrid, Twilio and more. 
 

An Introduction to Information Governance (Virtual). Thursday, September 21st, 2023, 14:00 EST. 
The exponential proliferation of information has created legal risks, security threats, and logistical 
challenges for organizations. The event examines how the implementation of an information governance 
program or framework can support the organization’s control over its information assets, reduce its risks, 
liabilities, and expenses stemming from having too much ungoverned information. 
 

The Data Stewardship Method of Data Governance (Virtual).  Thursday, September 21st, 2023, 14:00 
EST. 
There are many methods that can be followed to implement Data Governance. Data stewardship, or 
formalized accountability for the management of data, must be a central component of any method.  
 

Data Observability on Blast (Virtual). Thursday, September 21st, 2023, 15:00 EST. 
You are what you observe, and lately, that is a lot of data! Since the dawn of Kubernetes, observability has 
skyrocketed as organizations look for ways to optimize uptime for critical data pipelines. 
 

CDI-Elastic and Advanced Serverless (Virtual). Tuesday, September 26th, 2023, 11:00 EST. 
The target audience for this webinar are administrators, business users, data stewards, solution architects, 
and technical users. The session will help you learn how to set up and configure CDI-Elastic and Advanced 
Serverless environments and effectively execute various tasks. 
 

DataConnect23 (Mostly virtual). September 25th to 29th, 2023. 
DataConnect is a week-long ‘everything data’ series of presentations, webinars, show and tells, 
demonstrations, case studies, discussions and panels. The programme is open, user-generated and mostly 
delivered online. 
 

Best Practices in Metadata Management (Virtual). Thursday, September 28th, 2023, 14:00 EST. 
More and more organizations are realizing that in order to drive business value from data, robust 
metadata is needed to gain the necessary context and lineage around key data assets. 
 

  

https://pages.awscloud.com/awsmp-webinar-bin-modern-data-governance-mdg.html?trk=2256fe49-042b-4e40-9dd8-245201204235
https://www.dataversity.net/sep-20-dataversity-demo-day---data-catalog-tools/
https://www.dataversity.net/sep-20-dataversity-demo-day---data-catalog-tools/
https://resources.teamdynamix.com/e/141641/4awrj2m4/c1n6vc/912253522?h=azLX5z3QnowrtMiNaVFN_-GzqBbizoScEJlSMq_bgwo
https://go.innovativedriven.com/e/792653/1163296466706013-source-pardot/4t5hbb/1206974643?h=w3FHAuhtrKiZyyi-6ngBAcKNv-GnRSEDrKas1f9BhVw
https://www.dataversity.net/sep-21-webinar-the-data-stewardship-method-of-data-governance/?mkt_tok=NjU2LVdNVy05MTgAAAGN2v4fFBQ9wOCWh0rdg2c9PCS02HFSRsCGyJWuI_FKuMdPfjDvv3QeuU4uVy-zljC9wdNuujm4ugoFyt-N6-8sEaBJk02-9nb1B14KFZ36bzc_
register:%20https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/8716905329165/WN_1U-QFLfTS5m8l0nr_ndWAw#/registration
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/4312818/4F4497002ECC142ADC3D033B875CF5EF?mkt_tok=ODY3LU1BTy02MzQAAAGNg-HLWRaqc5ComZRaMPBvy7Kj5UUhgH_HNsuykqGri4QoFv5SMTXz62NS_2-I0fQ3KdPE4YKrrHSuAwVgmlq6L9coAqW39qowKhrepANG-8weL5gd
https://dataconnect.api.gov.uk/
https://www.dataversity.net/sep-28-das-webinar-best-practices-in-metadata-management/?mkt_tok=NjU2LVdNVy05MTgAAAGN2v4fFMI1-Bu9C_0xjOXkhq1oFp17ohd5ZAe9JrtGlCS7wMmbbB1x_5_X3ha30-pKIG-aeCblF2QfY4r-r2GBCUYsOeTGdbvNBA4_Pvif8_CO
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Collibra – Leveraging the Platform Beyond a Data Catalogue (Virtual). Thursday, October 5th, 2023, 
08:00 EST. 
Peer discussion assessing Data and Analytics strategies and tactics. These are 60-minute panel discussion 
type events, that allow up to 10 participants to work through a set of questions from the host participant. 
 

DataDriven23 (In-person). October 3-5, 2023, The Renaissance Dallas Hotel, Dallas, Texas. 
A modern master data management conference where the world's leading data innovators come together 
-- where experts, thought leaders, and peers connect and gain the expertise to unlock the value of data, 
stay ahead of the curve, and maximize impact on their businesses every day. See agenda-at-glance, 
registration US$995+Tax. 
 

ThoughtSpot Data Lab: AI-Powered Analytics on Google Cloud Platform (Virtual). Wednesday, 
October 4th, 2023, 11:00 EST. 
In this special edition lab focused on Google Cloud, they will cover: a) An introduction to Thoughtspot 
Cloud on Google Cloud Platform; b) Live-Query for Google BigQuery; c) Connecting to metrics built in 
Looker Modeler; and d) An overview of generative AI in ThoughtSpot.  
 

Analytic Translators – How Do They Fit in the Literacy Discussion? (Virtual). Thursday, October 5th, 
2023, 14:00 EST. 
There will be times when, despite efforts to increase literacy overall, there is still a communication gap 
between those creating analytic output and those consuming it. How can translators help? What is their 
role in advancing literacy overall? 
 

Framing & Solving Problems with Human-Centered Design (Virtual). October 10th and 17th, 2023,  
10:30 to  – 14:30 EST. 
Training event for Public Sector. Human-centered design (HCD) offers an antidote to address the 
complexity. Commonly used in design and management frameworks HCD enables you to develop 
solutions to problems by involving the human perspective in all steps of the problem-solving process. 
Training guide at-a-glance, registration, US$895+Tax.  
 

Strategy Is Where Data Architecture and Data Governance Collide (Virtual). Tuesday, October 10th, 
2023, 14:00 EST. 
While “collide” is perhaps a strong term to use to describe the key area where Data Architecture and Data 
Governance interact, it does provide motivation to perhaps calm the traffic and avoid further collisions. 
 

Driving Data-Driven Innovations (Virtual). Wednesday, October 11th, 2023, 07:00 EST. 
Peer discussion assessing Data and Analytics strategies and tactics. These are 60-minute panel discussion 
type events, that allow up to 10 participants to work through a set of questions from the host participant. 

  

https://dataleaders.net/event/collibra-leveraging-the-platform-beyond-a-data-catalogue/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=NONMEMB%20%20Event%20promo%20August%202023&utm_content=NONMEMB%20%20Event%20promo%20August%202023+CID_b2031b907612b447071736ffef99d07d&utm_source=Email%20marketing%20software&utm_term=Register%20Today
https://datadriven.reltio.com/event/b53bd96f-e14a-4322-b510-162a43ae9c81/regProcessStep1:2b34adaf-272d-4847-9f3d-4733c1a7613a?RefId=123&rp=b80f3392-4c77-484c-8a96-d9f290f5a1d1
https://www.reltio.com/datadriven/agenda/
https://go.thoughtspot.com/vhol-thoughtspot-data-lab-100423.html?utm_source=pardot&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=vhol-data-lab
https://www.dataversity.net/oct-5-eedl-webinar-analytic-translators-how-do-they-fit-in-the-literacy-discussion/?mkt_tok=NjU2LVdNVy05MTgAAAGN2v4fFFXV8ObU7-VQGALokOSLhwOueUuaO12ls6HptEQhq3r8IDjaV6uhedUBdLg2V41h1RUE2_gANaICqi3ta7faNozR9ig15a_FvKP3V-xI
https://publicsectornetwork.com/event/online-training-framing-solving-problems-with-human-centered-design/#registration
https://publicsectornetwork.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/06/DGCX_Virtual-Training_Human-Centered-Design-Oct.pdf
https://www.dataversity.net/oct-10-data-ed-webinar-strategy-is-where-data-architecture-and-data-governance-collide/?mkt_tok=NjU2LVdNVy05MTgAAAGN2v4fFEzHnB3kXrZhfz7eIDJY225OyLXFeWKsaog1gCzhNUIs_YuMuLvlTtQWVTqZi6QHiktA9dZ2tR-wAZc6u__yToA9dzjY4xcaNAhk2YSb
https://dataleaders.net/event/driving-data-driven-innovations-2/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=NONMEMB%20%20Event%20promo%20August%202023&utm_content=NONMEMB%20%20Event%20promo%20August%202023+CID_b2031b907612b447071736ffef99d07d&utm_source=Email%20marketing%20software&utm_term=Join%20Today
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Articles  

PeerStory: erwin® Data Intelligence by Quest®. Learn how your peers are solving their data-related challenges 
with this easy-to-use solution: a) Streamline data transformations from multiple sources into their data 
warehouses; b) Automate tasks that were previously cumbersome or nearly impossible with Excel; and c) Use 
unrivaled lineage, impact analysis and metadata features. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT) 

Make Insights Actionable with AI & BI. Each chapter contains practical advice on designing and executing 
winning Data & Analytics strategies with AI & BI across your organization. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT)  

Explaining Explainable AI. As more industries leverage artificial intelligence to support vertical-specific 
operations, many without experience in managing a virtual agent may soon do so. Just last year, for example, 
investment in Insurance technology topped $17 billion.  

5 Traps to Avoid in AI Transformation. Running out of budget. Economic calamity. Global pandemic. The risks 
to our AI initiatives are, literally, all around us. Some of them we cannot control, but some we can. In this piece, 
we’ll review and assess some of the most common mistakes practitioners make that lead to suboptimal or 
significantly delayed transformation processes.  

Non-Invasive Data Governance A to Z. Each of the letters is used to describe what it means to start and stay 
non-invasive with your approach to implementing a data governance program.  

Is a Lack of Data Governance Cancerous? Often individuals in an organization believe that they don’t have to 
think about Data Governance (DG) during the implementation stage and assume that they can worry about it 
later.  

Protect Your Data with Data Governance. There are many reasons why organizations design, develop, and 
deliver Data Governance Programs.  

6 Best Practices for Metadata Storage and Management. Metadata is crucial to getting the most out of data, 
so organizations should store it properly. Best practices include protection and understanding the IT 
architecture.  

Zen and The Art of Data Maintenance: Does Data Alone Inspire Environmental Actions? Me, me, me. Mine, 
mine, mine. Ego, ego, ego. This is the core issue regarding the environment. We, as humans, are all integrally 
part of a holistic body known as the Earth. Yet, it appears that many of us care mainly about ‘me,’ or ‘mine.’ My 
life, my family, my business, my comfort. 

Zen and the Art of Data Maintenance: Feeling is Information. In this age of data being a precious and valuable 
resource, what data would you say is most important? Many people talk of the value of intellectual property, 
customer profile data, financial data, competitive data, and other types of data being invaluable, sometimes 
even more important than company revenues!  

7 Ways to Sneak MDM Onto The Business Agenda. Master Data Management (MDM) is one of the least 
appetising dishes data professionals can serve to business users, but that doesn’t make it any less critical for 
success. In a recent discussion, Data &Analytics leaders shared their tactics to surreptitiously sneak MDM back 
on the business agenda.  

http://app.innovation.quest.com/e/er?utm_campaign=76429-74936-DB-DM-GL-erwinDIDrip_3&utm_medium=email&utm_source=E10&utm_type=CDSGE000020537085&s=1009272243&lid=104083&elqTrackId=cd3880e6b0de4050916920b5350aeeb2&elq=bf9dc8aa377c40689c146ca3dd171834&elqaid=19079&elqat=1
https://www.atscale.com/resource/make-insights-actionable-with-ai-and-bi/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=atscale&utm_campaign=nurture&utm_content=null&utm_term=html
https://www.dataversity.net/explaining-explainable-ai/
https://www.dataversity.net/5-traps-to-avoid-in-ai-transformation/
https://tdan.com/non-invasive-data-governance-a-to-z/12442
https://tdan.com/is-a-lack-of-data-governance-cancerous/23157
https://tdan.com/protect-your-data-with-data-governance/23323
https://www.techtarget.com/searchstorage/feature/6-best-practices-for-metadata-storage-and-management
https://tdan.com/zen-and-the-art-of-data-maintenance-does-data-alone-inspire-environmental-actions/28510
https://tdan.com/zen-and-the-art-of-data-maintenance-feeling-is-information/28152
https://dataleaders.net/7-ways-to-sneak-mdm-onto-the-business-agenda
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How to Maximize IT Talent and Become a Data-Driven Organization. Organizations across the world are 
striving to be data-driven and use data more effectively to inform decision-making at every level of the business.  

Data Literacy Skills Every Organization Should Build. Since we live in a data-driven world, companies with the 
appropriate talent to derive insights from business data do far better than their competitors.   

Debunking the Misconceptions of Biometrics. Some people have reservations about biometrics, but are they 
well founded?  

Goodbye Dashboards: How Modern BI Tools Are Being Used to Analyze Data. Not all that long ago, the only 
way for businesses to readily access their data was through dashboards. And, even then, these predefined and 
static dashboards provided data that was restricted only to citizen data scientists and data analysts.  

Achieving Digital Resiliency and Agility with Organizational Change Management. This article examines how 
businesses use organizational change management (OCM) as a catalyst to successfully execute their digital 
transformation strategies and achieve digital resiliency and agility.  

Data Science and Privacy: Defending Sensitive Data in the Age of Analytics. When big data began getting 
corporate attention in the late 2000s, the idea of data privacy was considered lavish and exotic. The public was 
less concerned about securing their data assets and was only fascinated by the fact that the interconnected 
digital world would change their lives forever. 

7 Best Practices for Data Collection in 2023. Digital procedures play an important role in modern business, as 
they generate lots of valuable information that can be used to improve organizations and advance their goals.  

Architecture For Cloud Based Processing. For a variety of motivations, many organizations have decided to 
place data and processing on the cloud. One approach to using the cloud is to just throw a lot of data onto the 
cloud.  

The Data-Centric Revolution: Toss Out Metadata That Does Not Bring Joy. Most large firms have thousands of 
application systems.  Each of these systems have data models that consist of hundreds of tables and many 
thousands of columns.    

Data is Risky Business: It Takes a Village to Raise a Datum. What lies beneath the challenges we face in data 
today, what the root causes might be, and what routes to solutions might be needed.  

Data is Risky Business: Thinking the Unthinkable. The importance of data management professionals taking 
some time to think the unthinkable and take our risk models outside the boundaries of our own immediate 
learned experiences.  

Data is Risky Business: Data Quality Discussion about Data Ethics. “Are Data Ethics Principles Universal?” The 
first problem with this question is that, in common with much of the recent discourse on ethics in information 
management, it confuses the object of the sentence. We do not have “data ethics”.  

Data is Risky Business: Return to Sender. Scrap and rework of data does not come for free. Prevention of 
defects means we avoid Information and Process Outcomes that can have a cumulative effect on our 
consumption of energy, fossil fuels, and human capital. 

Data Lineage and Data Quality: How They Intersect. The intersection of data lineage and Data Quality helps 
provide more accurate and useful information. Data Quality represents the accuracy of data.  

https://www.dataversity.net/how-to-maximize-it-talent-and-become-a-data-driven-organization/
https://www.dataversity.net/data-literacy-skills-every-organization-should-build/
https://www.iproov.com/blog/biometric-authentication-technology-myths
https://www.dataversity.net/goodbye-dashboards-how-modern-bi-tools-are-being-used-to-analyze-data/
https://www.dataversity.net/achieving-digital-resiliency-and-agility-with-organizational-change-management
https://www.dataversity.net/data-science-and-privacy-defending-sensitive-data-in-the-age-of-analytics
https://www.dataversity.net/7-best-practices-for-data-collection-in-2023/
https://tdan.com/architecture-for-cloud-based-processing/30554
https://tdan.com/the-data-centric-revolution-toss-out-metadata-that-does-not-bring-joy/25258
https://tdan.com/data-is-risky-business-it-takes-a-village-to-raise-a-datum/29908
https://tdan.com/data-is-risky-business-thinking-the-unthinkable/29218
https://tdan.com/data-is-risky-business-data-quality-discussion-about-data-ethics/28906
https://tdan.com/data-is-risky-business-return-to-sender/28606
https://www.dataversity.net/data-lineage-and-data-quality-how-they-intersect/
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It’s All About Relations! If graph databases are standardized pretty soon, what will happen to SQL? They will 
very likely stay around for a long time. Not simply because legacy SQL has a tremendous inertia, but because 
relational database paradigms are actually good for some things. 

Promoting Data-Driven Collaboration with an Enhanced Business Model Canvas. The number of organizations 
undertaking digital transformation initiatives continues to grow as businesses seek to increase profits using 
digitization and automation. The potential impact of digital transformation can be significant, so the stakes are 
high, as is the value of available data.  

The Ultimate Guide to Data Lineage for the Finance Industry. The ability to give quick, clear answers without 
compromising on accuracy is the key to success in Grand Central Station – and no less so for success as a data 
professional in the finance industry. (DOWNLOAD DOCUMENT)  

3 Ways to Get the Most Out of Your Data. AI must be able to operate on vast troves of data and return 
breakthrough recommendations and observations that beef up revenue-producing and operational savings 
exponentially. Every byte of data that can contribute to the effort should be consumed.  

Virginia Beach Using Sensor Data to Respond to Extreme Weather. There is much debate whether climate 
change is responsible for recent bouts of extreme weather, but efforts are being made regardless to use 
machine learning and data to better prepare for floods and other weather-borne calamities.  

Cloud Architecture Mistakes: Losing Visibility and Control Over Data Processing – Part 1. In making their digital 
transformations, organizations too often lose visibility and control of their data right from the beginning.  

Cloud Architecture Mistakes: The High Costs of a DIY Mindset – Part 2. What would you do if your business 
demanded that you build a cloud network with a future-proof architecture and consistent design across 
multiple clouds?  

Cloud Architecture Mistakes: Inadequate Showback and Chargeback Options Escalate Costs – Part 3. Examine 
how easily costs can mount when organizations do not have a cloud networking platform that enables 
intelligent costing and billing.  

Cloud Architecture Mistakes: The Perils of Poor Security Architecture – Part 4. Security is a particularly costly 
line item in the cloud bill. Enterprises are paying a huge cost due to an on-premise mindset, treating security 
separately from networking and bolt-on security.   

Cloud Architecture Mistakes:  Organizations Need Shorter Mean Time to Recovery – Part 5. It shows how 
failing to take control of security and recovery – and relying too much on what a CSP provides – can greatly 
lengthen an organization’s mean time to recovery after an outage or failure.  

A Brief History of Data Modeling. Data Modeling is the “act” of creating a data model (physical, logical, 
conceptual, etc.) and includes defining and determining an organization’s data needs and goals. The act of Data 
Modeling defines not just data elements, but also the structures they form and the relationships between them. 

Why Data Analytics Can't Tell You Everything. Using data analytics is like receiving advice from a generally 
knowledgeable expert: useful, insightful, but subject to additional study and interpretation.  

https://www.dataversity.net/its-all-about-relations
https://www.dataversity.net/promoting-data-driven-collaboration-with-an-enhanced-business-model-canvas/
https://content.dataversity.net/OctopaiQ42022WP375_DownloadWP.html
https://www.informationweek.com/big-data/3-ways-to-get-the-most-out-of-your-data
https://www.informationweek.com/sustainability/virginia-beach-using-sensor-data-to-respond-to-extreme-weather
https://www.dataversity.net/cloud-architecture-mistakes-losing-visibility-and-control-over-data-processing/
https://www.dataversity.net/cloud-architecture-mistakes-the-high-costs-of-a-diy-mindset/
https://www.dataversity.net/cloud-architecture-mistakes-inadequate-showback-and-chargeback-options/
https://www.dataversity.net/cloud-architecture-mistakes-the-perils-of-poor-security-architecture/
https://www.dataversity.net/cloud-architecture-mistakes-organizations-need-shorter-mean-time-to-recovery/
https://www.dataversity.net/brief-history-data-modeling/
https://www.informationweek.com/big-data/why-data-analytics-can-t-tell-you-everything

